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By Thomas J. Craughwell

Paperback. Book Condition: New. Not Signed; Combining Black Dog's three very successful
hardcover collections of urban legends (Alligators in the Sewer, The Baby on the Car Roof, and The
Cat in the Dryer) into one stupendous volume, Urban Legends is the ultimate collection of those
outlandish tales people love to share. With themes that run the gamut from funny to sick, risque to
informative, frightening to disgusting, these fantastic yarns are remarkable for their uncanny
ability to travel by word of mouth. We've all heard the one about the alligators that roam New York
City's sewers, or how Mikey of Life Cereal fame died from ingesting Pop Rocks and Coke, or about
the flustered parents who left their baby on the car roof. But, did you hear the one about the scuba
diver who was found in the middle of a forest after a fire? These and other favorites are here in all
of their creepy glory-guaranteed to amuse, enlighten, intrigue, and most of all, stick in the mind
forever. book.
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It is great and fantastic. Yes, it really is engage in, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. You can expect to like how the author write this pdf.
-- Rom a  Pr oha ska  MD-- Rom a  Pr oha ska  MD

Totally among the finest pdf We have possibly read through. It usually fails to price a lot of. I discovered this book from my i and dad suggested this pdf to
learn.
-- Micha le B eier  I--  Micha le B eier  I
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